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The Transmembrane Domain of Synaptobrevin Influences
Neurotransmitter Flux through Synaptic Fusion Pores
Chung-Wei Chiang,1,2 Che-Wei Chang,1,3 and X Meyer B. Jackson1,2,3
1Department of Neuroscience, 2Biophysics Graduate Training Program, and 3Physiology Graduate Training Program, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
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The soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment receptor (SNARE) proteins synaptobrevin (Syb), syntaxin, and SNAP-25
function in Ca 2⫹-triggered exocytosis in both endocrine cells and neurons. The transmembrane domains (TMDs) of Syb and syntaxin
span the vesicle and plasma membrane, respectively, and influence flux through fusion pores in endocrine cells as well as fusion pores
formed during SNARE-mediated fusion of reconstituted membranes. These results support a model for exocytosis in which SNARE
TMDs form the initial fusion pore. The present study sought to test this model in synaptic terminals. Patch-clamp recordings of miniature
EPSCs (mEPSCs) were used to probe fusion pore properties in cultured hippocampal neurons from mice of both sexes. Mutants harboring
tryptophan at four different sites in the Syb TMD reduced the rate-of-rise of mEPSCs. A computer model that simulates glutamate
diffusion and receptor activation kinetics could account for this reduction in mEPSC rise rate by slowing the flux of glutamate through
synaptic fusion pores. TMD mutations introducing positive charge also reduced the mEPSC rise rate, but negatively charged residues and
glycine, which should have done the opposite, had no effect. The sensitivity of mEPSCs to pharmacological blockade of receptor desensitization was enhanced by a mutation that slowed the mEPSC rate-of-rise, suggesting that the mutation prolonged the residence of
glutamate in the synaptic cleft. The same four Syb TMD residues found here to influence synaptic release were found previously to
influence endocrine release, leading us to propose that a similar TMD-lined fusion pore functions widely in Ca 2⫹-triggered exocytosis in
mammalian cells.
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Significance Statement
SNARE proteins function broadly in biological membrane fusion. Evidence from non-neuronal systems suggests that SNARE
proteins initiate fusion by forming a fusion pore lined by transmembrane domains, but this model has not yet been tested in
synapses. The present study addressed this question by testing mutations in the synaptic vesicle SNARE synaptobrevin for an
influence on the rise rate of miniature synaptic currents. These results indicate that synaptobrevin’s transmembrane domain
interacts with glutamate as it passes through the fusion pore. The sites in synaptobrevin that influence this flux are identical to
those shown previously to influence flux through endocrine fusion pores. Thus, SNARE transmembrane domains may function in
the fusion pores of Ca 2⫹-triggered exocytosis of both neurotransmitters and hormones.

Introduction
Neurons release neurotransmitter by calcium-triggered exocytosis of synaptic vesicles, and this process depends on soluble
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N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment receptor (SNARE)
proteins. The vesicle SNARE synaptobrevin 2 (Syb2) associates
with the plasma membrane SNAREs syntaxin and SNAP-25 to
form a tight ␣-helical bundle (Jahn and Scheller, 2006; Jahn and
Fasshauer, 2012), and the N- to C-terminal zipping of these proteins as they assemble into the SNARE complex is thought to
provide energy to overcome intermembrane repulsion, deform
lipid bilayers, and drive the fusion of the two membranes. While
regulated exocytosis requires SNARE proteins, questions remain
as to the generality of the mechanisms used by this large family of
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membrane-trafficking proteins. Work in endocrine cells (Xu et
al., 1999; Sørensen et al., 2006), synapses (Hua and Charlton,
1999), and reconstituted membranes (Melia et al., 2002; Pobbati
et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2012) suggests that SNARE complex zipping is a common feature of SNARE-mediated fusion. However,
even the fastest exocytosis in reconstituted systems is much
slower than Ca 2⫹-triggered exocytosis in cells. Compared with
dense-core vesicles, small clear vesicles such as those at synapses
fuse with very different kinetics (Verhage et al., 1991; Ninomiya
et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2011), and form fusion pores with different
characteristics (Bruns and Jahn, 1995; Klyachko and Jackson,
2002).
Syb2 and syntaxin have C-terminal transmembrane domains
(TMDs) in which mutations alter the flux through fusion pores in
endocrine cells (X. Han et al., 2004; X. Han and Jackson, 2005;
Chang et al., 2015; Dhara et al., 2016) and reconstituted lipid
membranes (Bao et al., 2016). These results support a model for
fusion that begins with the formation of a gap junction-like,
TMD-lined pore that spans the plasma and vesicle membranes
(Lindau and Almers, 1995; Chang et al., 2017). Although TMDs
are essential for the full function of SNAREs in exocytosis (Chang
et al., 2016), lipid-anchored SNAREs lacking TMDs can in some
cases support fusion of proteoliposomes and yeast vacuoles (McNew et al., 2000; Jun et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2011). The minimal
number of SNARE complexes needed for fusion may be too small
to surround a pore (Mohrmann et al., 2010; Sinha et al., 2011; Shi
et al., 2012), but in other contexts the numbers may be higher
(Montecucco et al., 2005; Domanska et al., 2009). A purely proteinaceous pore cannot explain the flux of lipid label in advance
of aqueous label (Zhao et al., 2016). Although proteinaceous versus lipidic fusion pores are widely viewed as mutually exclusive,
composite models containing both can be envisioned (Chang et
al., 2017).
The sensitivity of flux to TMD mutations serves as a useful
criterion for assessing the role of proteins in fusion pores. This
test has been applied to endocrine cells and reconstituted systems
but currently available techniques do not provide a robust, direct
measure of flux through synaptic fusion pores. Theoretical work
suggests that the fusion pore controls the time course of neurotransmitter release, which in turn should influence the shape of
unitary synaptic currents produced by a single vesicle (Khanin et
al., 1994; Clements, 1996; Stiles et al., 1996; Wahl et al., 1996;
Chang et al., 2017). We therefore used miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) as a probe of flux through synaptic
fusion pores. Patch-clamp recordings of mEPSCs from cultured
hippocampal neurons were analyzed to evaluate the kinetics of
release mediated by mutants of Syb2 harboring different amino
acid substitutions in the TMD. We identified four TMD residues
that influenced mEPSCs in a manner consistent with a role in
synaptic fusion pores. The same four Syb2 TMD residues had
been identified previously as fusion pore liners in chromaffin cell
dense-core vesicle exocytosis (Chang et al., 2015). This suggests
that the Syb2 TMD plays a similar role in Ca 2⫹-triggered exocytosis in both synapses and endocrine cells. Thus, exocytosis in
these two systems may be initiated by the formation of a fusion
pore with a similar composition and structure.

Materials and Methods
Hippocampal neuron culture. Syb2/cellubrevin double knock-out (DKO)
neurons were obtained by crossing Syb2 ⫹/⫺/cellubrevin ⫺/⫺ mice and
taking the Syb2 ⫺/⫺/cellubrevin ⫺/⫺ homozygotic E17.5–E18.5 embryos
of either sex to prepare primary hippocampal neuron cultures (Guzman
et al., 2010). The dissected hippocampus was dissociated with 0.05%
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(w/v) trypsin-EDTA and plated onto 12 mm coverslips coated with 0.2
mg/ml poly-D-lysine (in borate buffer, pH 8.5). Neurons were grown at
37°C in a 5% CO2-air atmosphere in neurobasal-A-based culture medium supplemented with GlutaMAX, B27, and ampicillin/streptomycin.
AraC (1.5 M) was added after 3 d in vitro (DIV) to reduce glial cell
growth.
Lentiviral infection. Lentiviral expression vectors encoding full-length
wild-type-Syb2 (WT-Syb2) and Syb2 TMD mutants were generated as
described previously (Chang et al., 2015). All double amino acid substitutions were performed with the QuikChange II site direct mutagenesis
kit (Agilent Technology). Lentivirus was packaged in HEK 293T cells by
cotransfection with two viral packaging plasmids VSVG and ⌬8.9 using
the calcium phosphate method. Medium with virus was collected 48 –72
h after transfection and concentrated by centrifugation at 70,000 ⫻ g for
2.5 h. Neurons were infected after 5–7 DIV by directly adding virus to the
culture medium. All mutants were tested in ⱖ20 cells from ⱖ4 embryos
and ⱖ3 litters.
Immunocytochemistry and imaging. Littermate and DKO hippocampal
neurons expressing WT or mutant Syb2 were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized, blocked with 0.1% Triton X-100/3% goat serum/2% bovine serum albumin, and incubated with mouse anti-Syb2
(104211, Synaptic Systems) and guinea pig anti-synaptophysin 1
(101004, Synaptic System) antibodies at 4°C overnight. Samples were
treated with goat anti-mouse and goat anti-guinea pig secondary antibody conjugated respectively with cy2 and cy3 for 45 min at room temperature. Fluorescence images were acquired using a 100⫻ oil objective
on a Nikon Ti-E Eclipse inverted microscope with a Neo-sCMOS camera
controlled through NIS-Elements AR software. Lasers emitting 488 and
561 nm light were used for excitation with intensity set at 10 and 5%,
respectively, for all images. Puncta intensity and synapse density were
measured in MATLAB 2015b (MathWorks) with SynD (Schmitz et al.,
2011). Colocalization was evaluated with Fiji ImageJ software.
Whole-cell patch-clamp. Whole-cell patch-clamp recording was performed with an EPC 7 amplifier (HEKA) controlled by pClamp software
(Molecular Devices). Coverslips with neurons at 14 –19 DIV were transferred to 35 mm dishes with extracellular solution composed of the following (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 5 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 10
glucose, pH 7.4, at room temperature. NMDA receptors, GABA receptors, and action potentials were blocked with 50 M APV, 10 M
SR95531, and 0.5 M tetrodotoxin, respectively. Aniracetam (2 mM) was
added to the extracellular solution for the indicated experiments.
Sylgard-coated patch pipets were filled with intracellular solution containing the following (in mM): 120 Cs-gluconate, 8 CsCl, 2 NaCl, 10
EGTA, 5 phosphocreatine, 5 HEPES, 2 Mg-ATP, and 0.3 Na-GTP. Patch
pipettes filled with this solution had resistances of 3– 8 M⍀. Membrane
potential was held at ⫺70 mV throughout recordings. Series resistance
determined by balancing the charging transient was generally ⬃10 M⍀;
cells were discarded when series resistance exceeded 30 M⍀. Cell capacitance was ⬃12 pF so that typical voltage-clamp settling times were ⬃120
s. Current responses were filtered at 3 kHz and digitized at 50 kHz. Up
to four 1 min gap-free recordings were performed for each cell.
Experimental design and statistical analysis. Raw traces were imported
into IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics) and analyzed with a custom computer
program that detected mEPSCs automatically using a template scanning
method (Clements and Bekkers, 1997). The criterion for detecting
mEPSCs as set in the program identified 98% of the events when compared with manual inspection of sample records from eight cells transfected with WT-Syb2 and a Syb2 mutant. Including the missed events by
this method did not produce statistically significant changes in any parameters. The program displayed events for visual inspection and the
onset point for curve fitting was adjusted individually in each event. The
frequencies in individual neurons varied widely from 0 to 10 Hz, and data
from cells with a frequency ⬍0.1 Hz were discarded.
Events were fitted to Equation 1 in Results to determine the features of
each mEPSC. Means are presented ⫾ SEM. For experiments with the
same design (e.g., different mutants), one-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni post hoc test was used to evaluate the significance of changes within
a group of mutants; the two-tailed t test evaluated drug effects between
two groups. For non-normal distributions with variance exceeding four
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Figure 1. Expression of WT Syb2 and TMD mutants in dissociated Syb2/cellubrevin DKO hippocampal neurons. A, Syb2 immunofluorescence reveals synaptic boutons on the dendrites of a
cultured neuron. B, Double immunofluorescence of dendritic segments with synaptic boutons show the endogenous synaptic vesicle marker synaptophysin (top, red), Syb2 (middle, green), and the
two images merged (bottom), in littermate control neurons, untransfected neurons, and neurons expressing WT Syb2 or four selected TMD mutants, V101W, I102W, V101W/C103W (WW), and
V101R/C103R (RR). C, The fluorescence intensity of puncta in Syb2 images such as those in A and B were compared. Intensities are indistinguishable between littermate neurons, DKO cells expressing
WT Syb2, and DKO cells expressing the selected Syb2 mutants. The puncta intensity in DKO (N ⫽ 19) was lower than littermate (N ⫽ 11; two-tailed Mann–Whitney test, U ⫽ 209, p ⫽ 7.6 ⫻ 10 ⫺6)
and WT Syb2 (N ⫽ 19; U ⫽ 361, p ⫽ 1.5 ⫻ 10 ⫺7). All values were relative to synaptophysin (physin) intensity of the same image. D, The number of synapses per micrometer of dendrite, determined by
synaptophysinimmunofluorescence,wasindistinguishablebetweenallconditionsexaminedusingone-wayANOVAwiththeBonferroniposthoctest.E,Colocalizationbetweenendogenoussynaptophysinand
overexpressed Syb2 was evaluated with Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and was indistinguishable between Syb2 expressing neurons by one-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni post hoc test, but lower in
untransfected DKO neurons. F, Schematic of Syb2 TMD displaying all the mutants (gray background) tested in this study. Solid lines indicate double amino acid substitutions. ***p ⬍ 0.001.
times the difference from control, the two-tailed Mann–Whitney test was
used. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used for distribution comparison. All statistical analysis was performed with Origin Pro software
(OriginLab). For comparisons, asterisks indicate significance at the following levels: *p ⬍ 0.05, **p ⬍ 0.01, ***p ⬍ 0.001, and specific p values
are presented in the text or legend.
mEPSCs generally show large amplitude variations (Finch et al., 1990;
Bekkers, 1994), which can be attributed to differences in intravesicular
concentration (Wu et al., 2007), vesicle size (Bekkers et al., 1990), dendritic filtering (Bekkers and Stevens, 1996), and receptor heterogeneity
(Lomeli et al., 1994; Geiger et al., 1995). Some of these factors can influence the dynamic aspects of mEPSCs explored in the present study. Because of the considerable variation in properties of mEPSCs within and
between neurons, we used a more conservative statistical analysis in
which events are first averaged from each cell and comparisons made
between the mean of cell means (Colliver et al., 2000). Error calculations

were then based on cell number (⬎20) rather than event number (range
1964 –3776).

Results
Syb2 expression and mEPSCs in DKO neurons
Neurons from Syb2/Cellubrevin DKO mice have very low levels
of exocytosis, and Syb2 overexpression fully rescues release to
levels seen in cells from wild-type and littermate control mice
(Borisovska et al., 2005; Guzman et al., 2010). This system thus
provides a low background for testing Syb2 mutants by heterologous expression. To validate expression and targeting we used
immunofluorescence to visualize proteins in neurons expressing
WT-Syb2 and Syb2 TMD mutants (Fig. 1). These images revealed
Syb2 in synapses (Fig. 1 A, B, middle row, green) along with the
synaptic vesicle marker synaptophysin (Fig. 1B, top row, red),
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Figure 2. A, Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings reveal mEPSCs in cells transfected with WT-Syb2 or Syb2 mutants (events in red boxes displayed in B). B, Expanding the time axis for selected
events from A illustrates the characteristic shapes of mEPSCs. Thin red curves show the fitted function (Eq. 1) used to obtain kinetic parameters. C, mEPSC frequencies of littermate, DKO cells, and DKO
cells transfected with WT-Syb2 and Syb2 mutants. Pairwise comparisons were conducted with the Mann–Whitney U test. The frequency in untransfected DKO cells was markedly reduced. The
frequencies in neurons expressing the Syb2 mutations 105W, 106W, and 111W were nearly twofold higher than in neurons expressing WT Syb2 and the differences were statistically significant
(Mann–Whitney two-tailed, 105: N ⫽ 23, U ⫽ 195, p ⫽ 0.017, 106: N ⫽ 26, U ⫽ 204, p ⫽ 0.016, 111: N ⫽ 22, U ⫽ 205, p ⫽ 0.045). *p ⬍ 0.05, ***p ⬍ 0.001.

with the two proteins in similar locations (Fig. 1B, bottom row,
merged). The immunofluorescent puncta intensity of Syb2 relative to synaptophysin was indistinguishable between synapses expressing WT Syb2, four selected mutants, and littermate controls
(Fig. 1C). Synaptophysin immunofluorescence showed that littermate controls and DKO neurons with or without various
forms of expressed Syb2 had the same number of synapses per
length of dendrite (Fig. 1D). Pearson correlation coefficients between Syb2 and synaptophysin immunofluorescence (background masked using the ImageJ autothreshold) indicated high
colocalization (Fig. 1E), which was indistinguishable between
DKO neurons expressing WT-Syb2 (0.70 ⫾ 0.02, N ⫽ 20 images), DKO cells expressing Syb2 TMD mutants (ranging from
0.64 ⫾ 0.02 to 0.73 ⫾ 0.02, N ⱖ 20 images), and littermate
control neurons (0.76 ⫾ 0.02, N ⫽ 12 images). Syb2 immunofluorescence could not be detected in untransfected DKO cells (Fig.
1 B, C). These results confirm that DKO cells provide a Syb2-free
background, and further show that, like Syb2 linker mutants expressed in these cells (Guzman et al., 2010), Syb2 TMD mutants
target synapses as effectively as the WT protein. We therefore
tested a series of TMD mutants for effects on exocytosis, scanning
residues 97–108 and 111 with tryptophan substitutions to perform a systematic test of the impact of steric obstruction of the
pore. We also tested selected locations with glycine in an effort to
reverse tryptophan actions, arginine and aspartate to evaluate
electrostatic interactions, and double arginine and tryptophan
mutants to test for additivity (Fig. 1F ).
Patch-clamp recordings revealed mEPSCs in DKO cells expressing Syb2 constructs. Ten-second-long traces illustrated the
stochastic nature of spontaneous release (Fig. 2A), and individual
events exhibited the characteristic shapes of mEPSCs (Fig. 2B).
Untransfected DKO neurons had very low levels of spontaneous
release, as judged by their mEPSC frequency of ⬍0.1 Hz. Overexpressing WT-Syb2 rescued spontaneous release to 1.4 ⫾ 0.30
Hz (N ⫽ 28), a level similar to that seen in littermate control
neurons of 1.1 ⫾ 0.33 Hz (N ⫽ 29). Averaging frequency over
cells within each group gave values ranging from 0.84 to 2.79 Hz
(Fig. 2C). All Syb2 mutants had mEPSC frequencies well above
untransfected DKO cells (e.g., DKO vs Syb2, Mann–Whitney
two-tail, N ⫽ 20, U ⫽ 21.5, p ⫽ 6.8 ⫻ 10 ⫺8), and most frequen-

cies were within 50% of that seen in cells overexpressing WTSyb2 or littermate control cells; with three mutants toward the
C-terminus (105W, 106W, and 111W), mEPSC frequencies significantly exceeded the frequency in WT-Syb2 by approximately
twofold (Fig. 2C).
TMD mutants and mEPSC properties
We analyzed mEPSCs with a computer program that detected
events of a characteristic shape with a sharp rise and slower decay.
Events were then fitted to the following function (Clements and
Bekkers, 1997)

I(t) ⫽ A 䡠 共1 ⫺ e⫺t/  1兲 共e⫺t/  2兲.

(1)

The curves yielded by these fits recapitulated the shapes of the
recorded mEPSCs very well (Fig. 2B, fits illustrated by thin red
curves), and the fitting parameters were used to calculate amplitude, area, and decay time. The maximum rising rate (max-riserate) was obtained from the derivative of the fitted curve and
normalized to the amplitude of the event.
We examined 13 mutants with single tryptophan substitutions in the Syb2 TMD at positions 97 to 108 and 111 (Fig. 1F ).
mEPSCs recorded from DKO neurons overexpressing WT-Syb2
had a mean peak amplitude of ⫺15.8 ⫾ 1.2 pA. The distributions
peaked well above our detection threshold of ⬃5 pA so that the
average amplitude was not impacted by censoring of events too
small to detect. The amplitude had a coefficient of variation (CV)
of 0.38 ⫾ 0.02, which was somewhat lower than previously reported values in cultured hippocampal neurons of ⬎0.5 (Bekkers
et al., 1990; Abdul-Ghani et al., 1996). This indicates that in our
hands mEPSCs were relatively uniform. DKO cells overexpressing all the mutants tested here had mean peak amplitudes (Fig.
3A) and areas (Fig. 3B) similar to those in cells overexpressing
WT-Syb2.
The max-rise-rate of an mEPSC represents the fastest rate of
AMPA receptor channel opening. This rate in turn depends on
the neurotransmitter concentration in the synaptic cleft, and the
rise-rate is most rapid when the concentration peaks (Khanin et
al., 1994; Clements, 1996; Stiles et al., 1996; Wahl et al., 1996).
The max-rise-rate is thus the feature of an mEPSC with the closest
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averages of the fitted curves to illustrate that the fitting was faithful to the raw mEPSCs. F, A Helical wheel of the Syb2 TMD shows the residues where tryptophan reduced the max-rise-rate as red.
The four sites fall along two different faces. *p ⬍ 0.05, **p ⬍ 0.01, ***p ⬍ 0.001.

relationship to the flux through a fusion pore. Among the Syb2
TMD mutants tested here, neurons expressing L99W, V101W,
C103W, and I105W had significantly lower max-rise-rates (Fig.
3C), falling 20 –35% below the value with WT-Syb2 (3.84 ⫾ 0.21
ms ⫺1). This suggests that tryptophan substitutions at these sites
reduced transmitter flux through fusion pores. Two of the mutations that reduced the max-rise-rate also slowed the mEPSC decay, increasing the decay time constant by nearly 30% (Fig. 3D).
This suggests that these mutations altered glutamate profiles in a
manner that influenced kinetic processes involved in receptor
deactivation/desensitization. A reduced fusion pore flux should
extend the time glutamate occupies the synaptic cleft and increase
the amount of desensitization. Simulations of transmitter diffusion and receptor activation presented below explore these possibilities. Our simulations reproduce previous studies (Scimemi
and Beato, 2009) showing that for a given quantal content, reductions in the peak cleft concentration can be compensated by increases in the duration of the concentration transient to leave the
amplitude and area relatively unchanged. Our measurements of
amplitude and area confirm this prediction (Fig. 3 A, B), and the
changes in max-rise-rate (Fig. 3C) suggest that this quantity
serves as a better indicator of changes in fusion pore flux. The
slower rise of mEPSCs with the 101W mutant compared with WT
and 102W can also be observed in average traces (Fig. 3E).

The four sites that reduced the max-rise-rate fell along two
faces of an ␣-helical projection of the Syb2 TMD (Fig. 3F ), and
these same four mutations also reduced flux of catecholamine
through endocrine fusion pores (Chang et al., 2015). To see
whether these effects were additive we made a double mutation
with tryptophan substitutions at positions 101 and 103 (Fig. 1F ).
These two residues fall on two different faces of the helix (Fig.
3F ). The results for this mutant are included in Figure 3A–D
(labeled WW). The max-rise-rate was lower than in WT, but the
reduction was indistinguishable from that produced by the single
mutants. Thus, additive effects could not be detected. The decay
time was in between that of WT-Syb2 and the two corresponding
single mutants (101W and 103W), and not significantly different
from either (Fig. 3D).
Cumulative probability distributions of amplitude (Fig. 4A)
and area (Fig. 4B) were similar, as Illustrated for some selected
mutations. By contrast, tryptophan substitutions at position 99,
101, and 101/103 (99W, 101W, and WW) clearly shifted the maxrise-rates to smaller values over the entire range measured (Fig.
4C). The decay time distribution was also shifted with 101W (Fig.
4D). The broad shifts of the distributions indicate that mutations
do not have a preferential action on a particular subpopulation of
mEPSCs associated with part of the distribution, but rather that
the mutations act on the entire population of events uniformly.
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A
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Figure 4. Cumulative probability plots of (A) amplitude, (B) area, (C) max-rise-rate, and (D) decay time. mEPSC parameters were pooled from 1964 to 3776 events recorded from hippocampal
neurons transfected with WT-Syb2 and Syb2 with single tryptophan mutations at residues 99 –102 and the 101/103 WW double mutation, indicated by the legend of A.

The mutations thus appear to be acting independently of the
other sources of mEPSC variation.
We attempted to reverse the effect of tryptophan by expressing a mutant with glycine at position 101. We also substituted
glycine at position 102 where tryptophan had no effect. Like tryptophan mutations, the glycine mutations (101G and 102G) did
not alter mEPSC amplitudes (Fig. 5A) or areas (Fig. 5B). Glycine
also failed to alter max-rise-rates (Fig. 5C) or decays (Fig. 5D),
indicating that this small side chain did not produce changes
opposite to those seen with tryptophan.
We then tested for electrostatic interactions by introducing
arginine and aspartate. These charged residues should interact
with the negative charge of glutamate and alter flux through the
fusion pore, as seen previously with charged SNARE TMD residues in endocrine release (X. Han and Jackson, 2005; Chang et al.,
2015). Charge had no impact on amplitude (Fig. 5A) or area (Fig.
5B), but the max-rise-rate decreased in 101R and 101R/103R
(RR) by ⬃20% compared with WT-Syb2 (Fig. 5C). The mutant
99R reduced the max-rise-rate by almost as much, but this
change was not statistically significant. By contrast, negative
charge substitutions had no effect on the max-rise-rate; substituting aspartate at positions 101 or 102 (101D and 102D) had no
effect (Fig. 5C). None of the glycine, arginine, or aspartate mutations changed the decay times (Fig. 5D).

Among the non-tryptophan substitutions tested here, only
arginine had an impact. Since the neurotransmitter glutamate
carries a negative charge, it should be attracted to positively
charged arginine. In endocrine fusion pores electrostatic attractions enhanced flux (X. Han and Jackson, 2005; Chang et al.,
2015). However, our results indicated that electrostatic attractions reduced flux in synaptic pores. This may indicate a slowing
of the exit of neurotransmitter from the fusion pore. It is notable
that with all of the mutations tested, we only observed reductions
in the max-rise-rate and never increases. Dendritic filtering,
voltage-clamp dynamics, and receptor kinetics all could contribute to the difficulty of detecting more rapid rise rates. Simulations
of diffusion and receptor activation presented below explore the
potential role of receptor kinetics and a saturation of the rate of
AMPA receptor channel opening at higher glutamate concentrations. These various issues are taken up in the Discussion.
Receptor desensitization during mEPSCs
Receptor desensitization has a significant impact on the time
course of evoked EPSCs mediated by AMPA receptors (Trussell
and Fischbach, 1989; Diamond and Jahr, 1995; Otis et al., 1996b).
However, the impact of desensitization on quantal release is generally smaller, and this has been attributed to the shorter duration
of the transient rise in transmitter concentration in the synaptic
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transmitter concentration
Analysis of neurotransmitter diffusion in
the synaptic cleft based on the diffusion
equation (Khanin et al., 1994; Jackson,
2007; Chang et al., 2017) and Monte Carlo
modeling (Clements, 1996; Stiles et al.,
1996; Wahl et al., 1996; He et al., 2006)
have explored how fusion pores can influence the shape of mEPSCs. To relate our
results to fusion pores we used a diffusion
model to simulate the time course of glutamate in the synaptic cleft. When transmitter diffuses through a fusion pore the
number of transmitter molecules N(t) as a
function of time in a small cylindrical section of the cleft at the center of the release
site can be obtained from the diffusion
equation as a convolution integral.
t
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Figure 5. mEPSC amplitude (A), area (B), max-rise-rate (C), and decay time (D) from hippocampal neurons overexpressing
Syb2 with the indicated glycine, arginine, and aspartate substitutions, and with a 101/103 double arginine substitution. Max-riserates were significantly reduced by two of the arginine mutations (Bonferroni test, 101R: N ⫽ 25, t ⫽ 3.00, p ⫽ 0.033, RR: N ⫽
25, t ⫽ 3.08, p ⫽ 0.025). All groups had ⱖ 20 cells. *p ⬍ 0.05.

cleft produced by the release of a single vesicle (Lawrence et al.,
2003). Some of the mutants that reduced the max-rise-rate also
prolonged mEPSC decay (Fig. 3), suggesting that reducing fusion
pore flux will extend the time over which a vesicle loses content.
The longer exposure of receptors to neurotransmitter could thus
increase receptor desensitization. We attempted to test this idea
with aniracetam, a drug known to prolong synaptic responses
and reduce AMPA receptor desensitization and deactivation (Ito
et al., 1990; Isaacson and Nicoll, 1991; Vyklicky et al., 1991), while
sparing the release process (Vyklicky et al., 1991; Brenowitz and
Trussell, 2001). Adding 2 mM aniracetam to the bathing solution
significantly increased the amplitude (t(48) ⫽ 3.58, p ⫽ 8.0 ⫻
10 ⫺4) and total area (t(48) ⫽ 4.54, p ⫽ 3.8 ⫻ 10 ⫺5) of mEPSCs in
neurons expressing WT-Syb2 (Fig. 6 A, B), as reported previously
(Taylor et al., 1995; Brenowitz and Trussell, 2001; Lawrence et al.,
2003). However, in contrast to these studies, aniracetam did not
change the time constant for decay (Fig. 6C,D). Aniracetam had
no effect on the max-rise-rate with WT Syb2 but produced a
small significant reduction in the max-rise-rate with the WW
mutant (Fig. 6C). The similar kinetics can also be seen with normalized average traces (Fig. 6E). In neurons transfected with the
Syb2 WW mutant, aniracetam had a greater effect on mEPSCs.
Not only were the amplitude (t(48) ⫽ 4.47, p ⫽ 4.8 ⫻ 10 ⫺5) and
area (t(48) ⫽ 6.63, p ⫽ 2.6 ⫻ 10 ⫺8) increases greater, but the decay
time was significantly prolonged (Fig. 6A–D; t(48) ⫽ ⫺4.11, p ⫽
1.5 ⫻ 10 ⫺4). The normalized averages show a clear increase in
decay time (Fig. 6E), and this suggests that glutamate occupies the
synaptic cleft for a longer time with this mutant, enabling receptor desensitization to influence the mEPSC time course. The
modulation of the decay time by aniracetam when release is mediated by the WW-Syb2 mutant provides another line of evidence
for a reduction of flux through synaptic fusion pores by a Syb2
TMD mutant. Simulations of receptor activation presented below assess these actions with the aid of kinetic models of AMPA
receptor activation.

N(t) ⫽

冕

N0 e⫺s/ 
ds.
4D t ⫺ s

(2)

0

This equation is from Chang et al. (2017,
their Eq. 5) with the spatial coordinate z
set to zero to focus on the position directly
under the release site where the concentration is highest. We take
D ⫽ 0.33 m 2/ms as the cleft diffusion constant (Nielsen et al.,
2004), N0 ⫽ 1600 as the initial number of glutamate molecules in
a synaptic vesicle (Edwards, 1995), and the time constant of release, , as 73/␥ s, where ␥ is the fusion pore conductance in
nanoSiemens (Chang et al., 2017, their Eq. 3; Almers et al., 1991).
This expression for  took the measured ratio of catecholamine
flux to conductance measured with patch-amperometry in chromaffin cells (Gong et al., 2007), and used this ratio for glutamate.
Integrating Equation 2 numerically yields the time course of molecule number in the cleft for a given fusion pore conductance.
The integration was halted at s ⫽ t ⫺ 0.2 s to avoid the singularity at t ⫽ s (the choice of 0.2 s was based on the time to diffuse
20 nm across the synaptic cleft; Edwards, 1995). N(t) was converted to concentration using the cleft width.
Figure 7A displays the computed glutamate time course for
values of ␥ ranging from 100 to 700 pS. Peak concentration varied
from 0.2 to 1.2 mM (Fig. 7B). The times to peak became smaller
with increasing pore conductance (Fig. 7C), but given that the
concentration peaks in approximately one tenth the time that it
takes for an mEPSC to peak, the speed of the concentration increase cannot be rate limiting. Thus, except when the pore conductance is very low the speed of the concentration rise is unlikely
to play a significant role in the observed changes in mEPSC onset
kinetics. The reduction in peak concentration is far more impactful than the change in time for concentration to peak. Figure 7, A
and D, illustrates that for ␥ ⱖ 300 pS, glutamate in the cleft decays
in ⬍1 ms during synaptic transmission, in agreement with prior
studies (Barbour et al., 1994; Otis et al., 1996a; Diamond, 2005;
Scimemi and Beato, 2009; Kessler, 2013); clearance half-times in
the range of 50 –200 s are typical (Clements, 1996), but our
results indicate that this time depends strongly on fusion pore
conductance. The duration of the transient becomes longer as the
pore conductance becomes smaller (Fig. 7 A, D). These longer
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transients may be relevant to the slower decays seen with some
mutants (Fig. 3D). To determine how the time course of cleft
glutamate influences mEPSC shape we incorporated these results
on diffusion into a model of receptor activation.

Modeling receptor activation
A number of studies have developed kinetic models of synaptic
receptor activation based on rapid-solution-exchange experiments (Scimemi and Beato, 2009). For the present work we se-
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Figure 8. Simulations of receptor activation. A, The model of Lawrence et al. (2003) was used to simulate receptor activation by glutamate emerging from a fusion pore with a given conductance
using a glutamate concentration profile determined from Equation 2 as in Figure 7. The integration was performed with Mathcad 15; various differential equation solvers within this program
(Rung-Kutta, Adams, Bulstoer) were tested and found to produce identical results. The following values were taken for the rate constants from Lawrence et al. (2003). kon ⫽ 0.01 M ⫺1 ms ⫺1,
koff-1 ⫽ 0.3 ms ⫺1, koff-2 ⫽ 30 ms ⫺1, koff-3 ⫽ 0.086 ms ⫺1, k1 ⫽ 0.9 ms ⫺1, k⫺1 ⫽ 0.5 ms ⫺1, k2 ⫽ 5 ms ⫺1, k⫺2 ⫽ 0.008 ms ⫺1, and ␤ ⫽ 20 ms ⫺1. The value of ␣ used by Lawrence et al.
(2003) of 2.875 ms ⫺1 is not consistent with the slow mEPSC decays observed here in mouse neurons and this value was reduced to 0.43 ms ⫺1 to increase the decay time from 1.6 to 3.5 ms. B, The
average of the mEPSCs recorded from neurons expressing WT Syb2 is displayed (gray) along with model simulations with fusion pore conductances of 175 and 350 pS. C, The average mEPSC from
neurons expressing the WW mutant is displayed with a simulation identical to those in B, but with ␥ reduced to 150 pS to fit the data. D, Peak open probability of the AMPA receptor channel from
simulations versus fusion pore conductance. For aniracetam we reduced k1 to 1.2 ms ⫺1 and k2 to 0.8 ms ⫺1 (based on Lawrence et al., 2003) but kept ␣ at 0.43 ms ⫺1; control points were
represented by filled circles and aniracetam points by open circles. E, Peak rising slope versus conductance. F, Decay time versus pore conductance.

lected two models of AMPA receptors, one in cultured rat
hippocampal neurons (Diamond and Jahr, 1997), and one in the
chick cochlear nucleus (Lawrence et al., 2003). The system of rate
equations from each of these models was solved (Fig. 8, see legend) with the glutamate concentration varying in time according
to Equation 2. We normalized the simulation to the average WT
mEPSC and varied the channel closing rate, ␣ (Fig. 8A), to obtain
decays similar to our experiments. This change in ␣ reflected
differences between the mEPSC decays of our experiments versus
the experiments used to generate the models (Diamond and Jahr,
1997; Lawrence et al., 2003). Adjusting only ␣ and the fusion pore
conductance, ␥, enabled us to replicate the average mEPSC essentially perfectly with both models while keeping all the other
kinetic parameters at their published values. Because the chick
receptor study included an evaluation of aniracetam, we focused
on that model and presented those results here (Fig. 8). However,
the rat receptor model (Diamond and Jahr, 1997) worked equally
well for mEPSCs in the control solution.
Figure 8A displays the kinetic model for the chick receptor,
with parameter values to the right. With a fusion pore conductance of 0.175 nS and ␣ ⫽ 0.43 ms ⫺1, the model matched the

average WT Syb2 mEPSC very well (Fig. 8B). The simulated
mEPSC was sensitive to the choice of conductance; with ␥ ⫽ 350
pS the rise was faster and the peak came at an earlier time (Fig.
8B). To simulate the mEPSC in neurons expressing the WW mutant the conductance was reduced from 175 to 150 nS, and all the
other parameters were kept the same. This one adjustment
yielded a trace that replicated the WW mEPSC (Fig. 8C). These
results indicate that the mEPSC time course is well described by
glutamate diffusion through a fusion pore followed by the activation of AMPA receptors. The simulated mEPSC is quite sensitive to ␥ and allows us to estimate its value. However, these
mEPSC simulations do not include dendritic filtering of the synaptic current, and use the glutamate concentration immediately
below the release site where it is highest. Because these factors
slow the onset of the mEPSC, the conductance that produces the
best fit could be lower than the actual value. Our estimate of
conductance is also sensitive to No, the number of glutamate
molecules in a vesicle. Increasing No from 1600 to 3200 increased
the peak slope of the mEPSC onset by ⬃30%, but left the decay
virtually unchanged. Thus, if No is higher than the value we used,
our estimate of the pore conductance would be lower.
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We simulated mEPSCs for a range of conductance values and
determined the peak open probability, Po (Fig. 8D), max-riserate (Fig. 8E), and decay time (Fig. 8F ). Po varies a little at the low
end of the plot even though the peak concentration rises quite
steeply (Fig. 7B), confirming previous simulations suggesting
that mEPSC amplitude is not very sensitive to peak concentration
(Scimemi and Beato, 2009). The steep increase in peak slope
in Figure 8E demonstrates that this quantity is sensitive to
fusion pore conductance, and supports our interpretation of the
changes in max-rise-rate produced by some mutants. The decay
time is relatively insensitive to pore conductance (Fig. 8F ). This
insensitivity of decay time suggests that detecting such changes
experimentally will be more difficult, and this may explain why
some mutants that altered the max-rise-rate failed to alter the
decay time (Figs. 3, 5). Indeed, the observed changes in decay
time are larger than expected from the model. The ⬃10% increase at the low end of the plot is less than the largest increases of
⬃30% seen with some mutants (Fig. 3D). Because the Syb2 TMD
is unlikely to alter receptor properties, this discrepancy suggests
that the model does not fully capture receptor behavior underlying the decay.
We also modeled the effect of aniracetam by reducing the rates
of transitions to desensitized states (k1 and k2; Fig. 8A and legend), as specified by (Lawrence et al., 2003). Because aniracetam
had much weaker effects on mEPSC decay times in our experiments we retained our value for the channel closing rate, ␣ ⫽ 0.43
ms ⫺1. The results are shown with open circles in Figure 8D–F.
Replacing the values of k1 and k2 with values used by Lawrence et
al. for aniracetam increased Po (Fig. 8D), and for lower conductances the increase was close to the increase in mEPSC amplitude
that we observed experimentally (Fig. 6A). The greater effect on
Po for small conductances is consistent with our observation of a
greater effect of aniracetam on mEPSCs in neurons expressing
the mutant. A slightly greater effect of conductance on decay time
is evident at the low conductance end of the plot (Fig. 8F ), again
corresponding with the observation that aniracetam increased
the decay time with the WW mutant but not with WT Syb2.
Glutamate receptors can desensitize on millisecond timescales
even with glutamate concentrations well below those that
strongly activate receptors (Raman and Trussell, 1995; Häusser
and Roth, 1997; Heckmann and Dudel, 1997). This can be explained by desensitization of receptors from states of partial binding site occupancy. The temporal dispersion of concentration
over longer times (Fig. 7 A, D) should favor desensitization over
activation, allowing fusion pore conductance to influence
mEPSC decays. In summary, the model produced a quantitative
reconstruction of mEPSCs and captured qualitative changes in
their decay. It is likely that a modification of the kinetic model to
incorporate more rapid desensitization from the C1 state (Fig.
8A), and tonic desensitization by ambient glutamate, will provide
a more quantitative description of the changes in mEPSC decays.

Discussion
These experiments showed that Syb2 TMD residues influence the
kinetics of synaptic release. TMD mutations altered the max-riserate of mEPSCs in a manner consistent with interactions with
glutamate as it passes through the fusion pore. Our simulations
showed that changes in pore conductance can account for these
results. Only a few prior studies have shown that presynaptic
molecular manipulations can alter the kinetics of synaptic release
(Pawlu et al., 2004; Guzman et al., 2010; Bao et al., 2018). By
focusing on the steep mEPSC rise, and conducting a systematic
study of the Syb2 TMD, we were able to observe changes in re-
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lease kinetics that provide insight into the properties of synaptic
fusion pores. These results support theoretical predictions that
fusion pores can influence mEPSCs, and indicate that mEPSCs
provide a useful surrogate for fusion pore flux.
The properties of synaptic fusion pores
Tryptophan and arginine substitutions in the Syb2 TMD slowed
mEPSC onset, but enlarging the pore by replacing with glycine
had no effect. Likewise, negatively charged aspartate and positively charged arginine should have opposite effects, but aspartate
had no effect. In evaluating these results, one must bear in mind
that mEPSC shape also reflects receptor activation. An initial
binding step is followed by channel gating, and gating will be
rate limiting at high glutamate concentration. Our simulations
showed a modest decline in steepness in the plot of rise-rate
versus conductance (Fig. 8E). Thus, reductions in pore size will
have greater effects than increases. However, factors such as dendritic filtering and our use of the central cleft concentration in
our diffusion model make it difficult to know where we are on
this curve. If saturation explains our failure to see increases in
max-rise-rate, then that would suggest WT fusion pores produce
a glutamate flux that is near optimal for rapid receptor activation.
Given this limitation in using mEPSCs to probe fusion pores, the
present results can be viewed as broadly consistent with the more
robust measurement of fusion pore flux from amperometry studies of the Syb2 TMD in endocrine cells (Chang et al., 2015).
However, the present results differed in an important way
from the prior endocrine work. In endocrine cells arginine reduced flux and aspartate increased it (X. Han and Jackson, 2005;
Chang et al., 2015). This suggests a simple electrostatic repulsion
between positively charged arginine and catecholamine. In synapses with negatively charged glutamate, arginine should do the
opposite and increase flux through synaptic pores. The reduction
of flux by arginine suggests that an attraction to glutamate can
increase its residence time in the fusion pore and reduce the exit
rate. This difference may reflect different sizes or structures of
synaptic and endocrine fusion pores (Klyachko and Jackson,
2002; He et al., 2006). Ionic screening and image forces are sensitive to pore size and these interactions are likely to lead to a
nonlinear dependence of pore conductance on the charge lining
the pore. Differences in the properties of glutamate and catecholamine aside from charge could also have an impact. Finally, it is
possible that the similar flux-reducing effect of arginine in both
synaptic and endocrine fusion pores reflects the large volume of
its side chain (second largest of the 20 aa), so that steric interactions dominate.
Although the conductances of fusion pores formed by small
synaptic vesicle-like vesicles and large dense-core vesicles differ
by an order of magnitude (Klyachko and Jackson, 2002), the
parallels seen with tryptophan mutagenesis indicate that these
different sized pores share some significant architectural features.
Experiments with reconstituted membranes in vitro indicate that
SNARE TMD mutations reduce fusion pore flux, and side chains
become accessible to water (Bao et al., 2016). Although the patterns of residue involvement in fusion pores were the same between endocrine cells and synapses, this pattern only partially
overlapped with the patterns in reconstituted systems, where two
different methods, flux and chemical labeling, generated patterns
that only partially overlapped with one another (Bao et al., 2016;
Chang et al., 2017). This may indicate structural differences between the fusion pores formed during SNARE-mediated fusion
in vitro and in vivo, as well as differences in the methods used to
identify pore liners.
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There are a number of results in the literature that are difficult
to reconcile with a proteinaceous fusion pore. The minimal number of SNAREs needed for fusion provides too few TMDs to form
a channel (Mohrmann et al., 2010; van den Bogaart et al., 2010;
Sinha et al., 2011; Bao et al., 2016), and membrane label flux has
been observed in advance of aqueous label flux (Zhao et al.,
2016). These differences may indicate that fusion pores contain
both protein and lipid, with a composition that can vary with the
number of SNAREs (Chang et al., 2017). When there are too few
SNAREs to form an aqueous pore, fusion may be able to bypass
the proteinaceous channel. Incorporating more SNARE copies
enables the TMDs to form an aqueous pore. The number would
have to be quite large to create a pore of 175 pS (X. Han et al.,
2004; Zhang et al., 2010). Formation of a proteinaceous fusion
pore may be a cooperative process requiring a greater number of
SNAREs.
Fusion pores formed during kiss-and-run exocytosis of small
vesicles have small conductances ⬍100 pS (Klyachko and Jackson, 2002; He et al., 2006). With full fusion, capacitance experiments could only determine a lower bound of 256 pS (He et al.,
2006). Based on our modeling we estimated a conductance of
⬃175 pS for WT fusion pores. TMD mutations appeared to reduce the conductance by ⬃17%, but these mutations had larger
effects on pore conductance in endocrine cells (Chang et al.,
2015).
Syb2 TMD associations
The four amino acids in the Syb2 TMD implicated as pore liners
fall on two nearly opposite helical faces located toward the cytoplasmic end of the TMD (Fig. 3). This suggests that Syb2 adopts
two distinct conformations within the fusion pore. Purified
complexes of Syb2 and synaptophysin form a ring structure containing six copies of synaptophysin and 12 copies of Syb2 surrounding a central pore-like cavity (Adams et al., 2015). The Syb2
copies appear as pairs in this structure, with the two TMDs in
different orientations, each with different inward facing residues
(Chang et al., 2017, their Fig. 2). The residues identified as pore
liners both previously (Chang et al., 2015), and in the present
work (Fig. 3F ), face into the central pore in this structure, demonstrating a remarkable convergence of results from two very
different lines of experimentation.
Syb2 TMDs dimerize in vitro (Laage and Langosch, 1997), and
various residues have been proposed to form the contact surface
(Laage et al., 2000; Fleming and Engelman, 2001; Roy et al.,
2004). Simulations suggested Syb2 can TMDs dimerize, with L99,
C103, L107, and I111 at the helix– helix interface; V101 and I105
support the formation of larger oligomers (J. Han et al., 2015,
2016). Although our current model of the fusion pore supports
Syb2 TMD dimerization, its function in Ca 2⫹-triggered exocytosis remains unclear. Indeed, a physiological role for dimerization
has been difficult to demonstrate (Fdez et al., 2010). Substituting
tryptophan at contact sites should inhibit dimerization, but none
of the mutations tested here impaired spontaneous release. Three
of the mutations actually enhanced release (Fig. 2E), but the large
cell-to-cell variation in mEPSC frequency makes these changes
difficult to interpret. The finding that tryptophan mutants did
not seriously disrupt function contrasts with findings from
tryptophan-scanning in a number of other membrane proteins
where disruptive effects were interpreted as evidence for tightly
packed TMDs (Monks et al., 1999; De Feo et al., 2010; Depriest et
al., 2011; Lloris-Garcerá et al., 2013). The tolerance of SNARE
TMDs to tryptophan incorporation both in the present study and
previously (X. Han et al., 2004; Chang and Jackson, 2015) could
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reflect looser packing, or more exposure of the TMDs to lipid or
water. Looser packing would create an environment in which
TMDs can bend more easily, which may be important for the
catalysis of membrane fusion (Jackson, 2010; Dhara et al., 2016).
Conclusions
The time course of mEPSCs is sensitive to fusion pore perturbations and offers an indirect approach to testing models of pore
structure. Here we demonstrated that the Syb2 TMD influences
mEPSCs in a manner consistent with an effect on transmitter flux
through synaptic fusion pores. This suggests that Syb2 TMDs are
exposed to the lumen of the synaptic fusion pore, and supports a
protein contribution to pore formation. These results thus extend a model for fusion pores that had been used to interpret
conceptually similar experiments in endocrine cells (X. Han et al.,
2004; X. Han and Jackson, 2005; Chang et al., 2015) and reconstituted lipid membranes (Bao et al., 2016). By comparing findings on synaptic fusion pores with previous findings with the
same TMD mutations in chromaffin cells, our results suggest that
synaptic vesicles and large dense-core vesicles, despite their many
differences in properties and function, may undergo Ca 2⫹triggered exocytosis through an intermediate with significant
similarities in architecture and molecular composition.
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